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29 Stars notes 2019/11/11 - Mon - He core flash, He

core burning

ask what day is best as mesa workday (wed or fri)

29.1 Helium Core flash (M ≤ 2M�)

For these stars, the He core increses in mass as H shell burning adds material so the star
goes up the red giant branch. Refer the the bottom two figures below. The mass at
which the helium core ignites. consider low mass stars first, for these He core ignites at
M = 0.45M�. When these ignite, the core is degenerate! This leads to a thermal runaway
because the core doesn’t change at all until you’ve put in enough energy to get to the Fermi
energy.

Consider why this is scary. A pure helium ball with Mc = 0.45M� and R = 109 cm.
then the binding energy is EGR = 3×1049 ergs. per gram this gives 3×1016 erg/gr. Burning
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4He→12 C gives 7.6MeV/12mp = 8× 1017 erg/gr. So burning only 1/20 of the He quickly
will unbind the core.

Note that for type Ia supernovae, you have a similar situation with a C+O core, and
you have to burn 1/2 (not 1/20) of the mass to unbind. and those DO blow up! Differences
are in the transition from a global thermal runaway, compared to a local thermal runaway.
The supernova Ia case makes this transition (gets hot enough) but the He case does not.
This actually has some to do with differences between triple-α and C+C burning, the size
of the WD (0.45M� vs. 1.4M�), and the location of the ignition (off-center vs. center).

Temperature profile:

log T

Mr

Reference to upper left figure below, which shows the ignition points for different masses,
these are off-center because neutrino cooling cools the center a bit.
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Helium ignites in a shell that is very degenerate, as burning proceeds the energy put
into plasma goes to increasing T . This is a runaway, though not necessarily a violent one.

Below shows the progession in time of the interior. The core adiabatically decompresses.
eventually you will get a non-degenerate core. Note that this is only the first of several
flashes.

Showed this evolution in MESA, using the helium flash that happens in the 1 M�
pre-MS-to-WD evolution in homework 3.
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29.2 After the He flash - core He burning phase

One way we know stars make it through the He flash is because they are still there – there
is a horizontal branch.
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L

Teff

He core burning

leaving here 0.9M�

M = 0.6M�

Between leaving the main sequence and reaching Horizontal branch about 0.1 to 0.3M�
is lost. two options

1. Winds on red giant branch? tough to observe, lots of uncertainty

2. During He core flash, some mass goes to infinity?

“Since the HB progeny of the RGB stars abound in the sky, those models
(of He core flash) which completely distrupt are obviously inappropriate” Iben
and Renzini

Reference to the top right plot in figure before last: The helium burning lifetimes are
actually pretty short.

The HB stars have helium cores, and so are bright. Also they have a fairly narrow range
of luminosities since the have similar cores due to core convergence. Their temperatures,
however, vary due to the amount of hydrogen outside the He core.

1.8

logL

1.4 0.56

0.8=Mtot

family of stars with pure
He core Mc = 0.45M�

Teff

So stars on the horizontal branch decrease with mass to the left. The bluer ones are
lowest mass.
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29.3 Completion of Evolution for M < 6M�

What’s special about 6? 6M� stars or less never get interiors hot enough to ignite carbon.
The endpoint we want to get to is a C/O white dwarf. Punchline: These have masses
ranging from 0.6M� up to 1.1M�. So there is a lot of mass loss.

All stars with M < 2M� ignite the helium degenerately in the core, this led to a
thermally unstable ”explosion”. The Helium ignition lifts the degeneracy in the core,
and the star ”reappears” on the Horizontal branch. ( Many didn’t actually calculate the
evelution from the flash to the next stage.) Reference to bottom figure (HR diag) the
horizontal branch is there. The top plot is also from HK showing the Helium flash. The
back lists some lifetimes.
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Horizontal branch ends when He is burned to a C/O core. This contracts until degen-
erate. This creates the situation where there is not only a hydrogen shell burning but also
a helium shell burning.

Now MHe verses M, This is actually the CO core mass. Right figure ”core mass at
beginning of AGB” These then move up the Asymtotic giant branch.

29.4 Asymtotic Giant branch
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CO
core
degen

He
shell

H burning

Schwarzschild and Harm (1965) discovered that the Helium burning was thermally
unstable and occured as recurrent burning events. Thin Shell instability. Mass accumuates
over a long timescale and then burns quickly. Let’s get a feel for this.

Lets go back to entropy equation in the thin shell.

T
ds

dt
= ε3α −

1

ρ
~∇ · ~F

In a Thin (H � R) shell there is a critical difference for a thermal perturbation which is
that the pressure does NOT change.

What about a whole star In Hydrostatic balance?

dP

dr
= −ρGm(r)

r2

From this the pressure goes as

∆P

R
' Pc
R
∝ M

R3

M

R2
⇒ Pc ∝

M2

R4

also for an ideal gas star

T ∝ M

R

so if we perturb temp we’ll change the pressure.

Pc ∝
T 4

M2
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For geometrically thin, the size of the shell is not tied to the gravitational depth. we
have

dP

dr
= −ρGm(r)

r2

if the physical extent is � r and mshell � m(r) this gives that

dP = −Gmc

r2c

∫
ρ(r)dr

then integrating which is

Pshellbase =
Gmc

r2c

∫ ∞
rc

ρ(r)dr

so that the pressure doesn’t depend on the temperature of the shell.
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